Glicksberg [5] , and then Frolik [3] , established for infinite spaces X and Y that pX X ftY « fi(X X Y) if and only if X X Y is pseudocompact. Our condition is in terms of the zero sets of X X Y and we do not insist that X and Y be infinite. This result extends to arbitrary products. We give some sufficient conditions for vX X vY » v( X X Y) and in case vX X vY (or v(XX Y) ) is Lindelof give a condition that is both sufficient and necessary.
1. For Z a normal base [2] for the closed sets of X and F G Z define F* = {ultrafilters from Z that contain F}. (F*: i 7 G Z} is a base for the closed sets of the ultrafilter space co(Z) which is a Hausdorff compactification of X. The normality property of Z is not needed to construct the T x -compact space co(Z). However, <o(Z) is a Hausdorff space if and only if Z is a normal family. If Z is the zero sets from X then co (Z) 
is one-one from u>{Z x ) X u(Z 2 ) onto the ultrafilters from Z x X Z 2 which are in one-one correspondence with those from Z x X Z 2 . We take ($, ®) -» the ultrafilter from Z x X Z 2 that contains ffiX®. This is a homeomorphism. fiX X /? Y is, then, a Wallman-compactification of Jf X y. Let Z x be the zero sets from X and Z 2 those from Y. Denote the zero sets from X X Y by Z(X X y). It is evident that Z, X Z 2s C Z(X X Y).
Our main result is Let {X a } be a collection of completely regular T x -spaces and Z a the zero sets from X a . THEOREM 
II ftX a is a Woilman compactification ofI[X a .
Proof (Sketch) . Let II Z a = (II F a : F a e Z tt , F a = X a for all but finitely many a] and Z be all finite unions from II Z a . Z has sufficient properties to construct the compact T x -space co(Z). We show II fiX a » co(Z) and it follows that co(Z) is a Hausdorff space and that Z is a normal base.
REMARK. The Tychonoff Product Theorem can be obtained as a corollary to Theorem 1.4. In this case [iX a « X a and the homeomorphism gives II X a compact.
Let Z be as above. Using Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 we arrive at an extension of our main result. THEOREM 
II /SX a » fi(H X a ) if and only if Z separates the zero sets
2. For Z a normal base for X let p(Z) be the subspace of w( consisting of those points that have the countable intersection property (C.I.P.). p(Z) is called a ra*/-extension of X, Again, if Z is the zero sets from X then p( X) » vX. If Z is a normal base, the family of countable intersections from Z, denoted Z n , is a normal base andp(Z) «p(Z n ). Although Z n may introduce "new" ultrafilters none of these will have the CLP. e.g. Z = {F C iV: F or N\F is finite}. Z n is all subsets of N and co(Z n )^/3iV. <o(Z) is the one-point compactification of N. Clearly <o (Z n REMARK. We insist on the Lindelof property to show the condition is necessary.
Let Z x and Z 2 be normal bases for X and Y.
Proof (Sketch). w(Z,) X co(Z 2 ) » co(Z, X Z 2s ) by Theorem 1.2. Under the mapping the image of (& 9 ®) has the CLP. if and only if both & and % do. Therefore/?(Z,) X p(Z 2 ) ^p(Z x X Z 2s ).
Let Z,, Z 2 be the zero sets of X, 7. 
